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The following 4 trails were cleared from mid November to mid December 2015:

22 Nov 2015  Kawaiiki  (16 participants)  The previous day it had been raining heavily and there were
flash flood warnings, so we were uncertain about being able to do this trail.  The KSBE land manager had
tried to drive the road, and had to turn back because of water rushing across the road.  However, he let

us in the gate and we were able to drive to the trailhead without any problems (but lots of rocks &
debris on the road).  We kept an eye on the weather, and were prepared to leave on short notice if rain
began.  A small group walked the Opaeula trail, which was VERY muddy, but didn’t need clearing.  Then
the crew focused on the Kawaiiki trail, which was in fairly good shape.  It seems that  an Eco-tour
company is using the trail and maintaining it somewhat.  At our established turn-around time of 1PM it
began raining so we went back to the vehicles, and had no problem crossing the water (6 – 8 inches) of
water flowing across the road.  The tail was in good shape.

29 Nov 2015  Pupukea Summit  (19 participants)  There had been reports that the Army was training in
the area 2 weeks prior, and there were new signs on the upper gate saying “Keep Out No Hiking”, but

this Sunday the sign was gone, and there weren’t any troops.  We had the gate key, and were able to
drive to the upper gate (the unpaved section of road was very muddy).  The trail seemed to be in god
shape, and perhaps been getting use by the Army (?).  The notorious ‘pig wallow’ was transformed and
barely recognizable. It  was being drained by a small stream.  Most of the upper trail was very muddy,
but the vegetation wasn’t too bad. Almost all of the small crew reached the summit.  One person lost a
cell phone on the trail, which we were unable to locate (in a mud puddle?).  The trail is clear and
hikeable.

06 Dec 2015  Waimanu  (26 participants)  This trail was in good condition, and had perhaps been cleared
by the State within the last 6 months or so.  We did have to saw a lot of low hanging hau and a couple of
blow-downs. A few of the crew made it all the way to the summit, and deemed it clear enough to hike. 
Ed M. has made a long by pass trail to avoid the cliff section where clinging to a rope had been
necessary (the tree to which the rope is tied, is now dead).  Lots of other hikers were encountered on
the trail, and even a group of campers.

13 Dec 2015  Bowman  (17 participants)  We were shorthanded for this lengthy trail.  We transported 5
folks up to the Likelike tunnel, so they could go up the “Commando” trail, and have a better chance of
getting to the summit (4 of the 5 did).  The Commando was very overgrown, and it was a struggle for
them to get up to the junction with the Bowman trail.  The rest of the crew cleared upward from the
trailhead at the school.  One weedwhacker (Ralph) was able to get very far up, perhaps 1/3 to ½ way ! 
The bottom crew didn’t link up with the upper crew, so a short section was not completely cleared.  One
person was “lost” for 2 hours at a point where the trail was so overgrown that it could not be followed,
and a false trail was taken.  It was reported that one of the upper ropes is in urgent need of

replacement.  The trail seems ready for the Club hike.
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